• Planned accomplishments for upcoming 3 months
  – Ongoing CCD testing, including calibration and pointing model development.
  – Complete the GLAST and GTN websites.
  – Draft storyboards for 1 new Space Mystery (04/04)
  – Draft of the GLAST SLAC Virtual Visitor Center Tour, site pages are being created!
  – Finish reviews of TOPS Module #2 (05/04)
• Planned accomplishments for upcoming 3 months
  – Finalize and print new AGN Pop-up guide
  – Space Mystery animation samples (5/01)
  – Design and coordinated Educator ambassador training, to be held at SSU July 20th-29th.
  – Print the GLAST Public Brochure (5/30).
  – New GLAST Trading card game in final review
• Significant accomplishments for April

– Finished the GLAST Public Brochure—going out for one more final review.
– We just received the 2500 GLAST MiniPLOTs, which will be distributed at various upcoming teacher conventions.
– Aurore Simonnet is working on the GLAST card game rule book, the card game is available for download and review at ftp://epo.sonoma.edu/pub/GLAST/
– We created a poster about the Educator Ambassador program for Professional Development meeting in Boulder, CO, attended by Silva.
– All the motorized parts of the Pepperwood GTN observatory dome work now. All the logic in the control motors have passed their tests as well. The telescope is now moved from the SSU observatory to Pepperwood. Things are looking good.
– Conducted teachers training workshops at NSTA 2004 in Atlanta, GA. Disseminated over 200 GLAST E/PO materials.
• Significant accomplishments for April

– Phil Plait attended the Stanford Community day and handed out GLAST E/PO materials.
– Tim Graves, Gordons Spear, and three of our SSU student assistants attended the GLAST Balloon festival.
– Cominsky presented the GLAST E/PO program at the Lehman Review at SLAC.
– Cominsky met with Tom Lucas and conducted pre-interviews with scientists regarding the PBS Show, now in production.
– Cominsky joined a telecon regarding the GLAST Press Plan draft with PAO folks from HQ and GSFC.
• Schedule Variances
  – We are only slightly off schedule and continue to work on all tasks.

• Schedule recovery plan
  – Implement suggestions from professional TOPS reviews.

• Cost Variances
  – The variances are expected to be corrected over the next months, as invoices are being submitted from our subcontractors and Educator Ambassadors for the past workshops we all just returned from.